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From: Brian Ellrott - NOAA Federal <brian.ellrott@noaa.gov>


Sent: Saturday, April 6, 2019 1:10 PM


To: Cathy Marcinkevage - NOAA Federal; Joe Heublein


Subject: Re: RESPONSE REQUIRED - ROC LTO I&S Tables


Yes, American River only applies the steelhead. And critical habitat table needs to be

completed.


Joe,

do you think you can complete the steelhead critical habitat integration and synthesis

section without the American River critical habitat table? I was thinking you might be

able to use the species table to see critical habitat impacts to inform the integration and

synthesis. Let me know.


Thanks

Brian


On Sat, Apr 6, 2019 at 12:41 AM Cathy Marcinkevage - NOAA Federal <cathy.marcinkevage@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hi all --

Below is my assessment of the ROC LTO I&S tables for each division based on what I have found on the


server (or been told in person). Please email me before Monday 10:30 am to offer corrections or, if I'm


correct, provide confirmation.


American - Done for species (but unclear if applies to all salmonids in river, or only as specified). Not done for


CH.


Clear - Done for species. Done for CH.


Delta - Done for species. Done for CH.


East Side - Done for Steelhead (is in document body in Effects Section directory); other species outstanding.


CH outstanding.


Shasta (in Effects Section directory) - Done for species. Done for salmonid CH; GS CH done soon.


Assignment - These need to be completed first thing. Prioritize in this order:


WR


GS


STH


SR


CH
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Please contact me or Garwin now if you have concerns or a challenge in getting these done, or a competing


priority. Brian and Joe are beyond "needing" WR and GS, respectively, since they are closer to done than


starting those species. They will be on to SR Tuesday or so (Brian) and STH on Monday (Joe).


Thanks,


Cathy


--
Brian Ellrott


Central Valley Salmonid Recovery Coordinator

NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce


Mobile: 916-955-7628

Office: 916-930-3612

brian.ellrott@noaa.gov



